The purpose of this work is to prove existence and uniqueness results of suitably smooth solutions for an isothermal model of capillary compressible uids derived by J.E. Dunn and J. Serrin in 11], which can be used as a phase transition model.
Introduction
Let us consider a uid of density 0, velocity eld u 2 R d (d 2), entropy density s, energy density e, and temperature = (@e=@s) . We are interested in the following model of compressible capillary uid, which can be derived from a Cahn-Hilliard like free energy (see the pioneering work by J.E. Dunn and J. Serrin in 11], and also 1] 6] 12]) @ t + div ( u) = 0; (1) @ t ( u) + div ( u u) = div(S + K); (2) @ t ( (e + u 2 2 )) + div( u(e + u 2 2 )) = div ( r ) + div ((S + K) u); (3) 1 where the viscous stress tensor S and the Korteweg stress tensor K read as S i;j = ( div u ? P( ; e)) i;j + 2 D(u) i;j ; (4) K i;j = 2 2 ? jr j 2 i;j ? @ i @ j ; (5) D(u) i;j = (@ i u j + @ j u i )=2 being the strain tensor, and ( ; ) the constant viscosity coe cients of the uid. We require that and satisfy > 0 and + 2 > 0, which in particular covers the case when and satisfy Stokes' law d + 2 = 0. The thermal conduction coe cient is a given non negative function of the temperature and the surface tension coe cient > 0 is assumed to be constant. In view of the rst principle of thermodynamics, the entropy density s solves @ t ( s)+div( su)= 1 div( r )+K:D(u) + 2 D(u):D(u)+ jdiv uj 2 ; (6) As a reasonable starting point of our analysis, we consider the scaled Van der Waals equation of state P( ) = a 8 3 ? ? 3 ;
where a is a positive constant, and the critical density c and temperature c are equal to 1. Depending on the xed temperature , the pressure is a nondecreasing function of the density or may present decreasing regions (spinodal regions) for some values of , which are thermodynamically unstable. The above equation of state (7) ensures the presence of two basic states, a \liquid" one, and a \gaseous" one. Let us as in 20] put emphasis on the existence of steady solutions connecting a gas phase to a liquid phase through a smoothly varying density pro le. When initial conditions involve densities in the unstable (spinodal) region, the two phases are expected to spontaneously separate. For details on the derivation of the above Korteweg In what follows, we do not consider thermal uctuations so that the pressure p is a function of only. The corresponding isothermal model which was also considered in 13] 20] then reads as @ t + div ( u) = 0; (8) @ t ( u) + div ( u u) ? u ? ( + )rdiv u + rP( ) = div K + f; (9) 2 where f is an exterior forcing term, supplemented with initial conditions jt=0 = 0 0; and u jt=0 = m 0 : (10) In a bounded domain , we would have to precise the boundary conditions, namely homogeneous Dirichlet conditions for the velocity: u j@ = 0 and Neumann conditions for the density: @ n j@ = 0. In order to simplify the presentation, we will focus on the whole space case R d (d 2) and study the well{posedness of (8) (9) for initial densities close enough to an equilibrium density > 0, or at least bounded away from vacuum, which is a major di culty in most of compressible uid models.
Before getting into the heart of mathematical results, we rst derive the physical energy bounds of the above system in the case f 0 to simplify the presentation. Let > 0 be a constant reference density, and de ned by (s) = s Z s P(z) z 2 dz ? P( ) ; (11) so that P(s) = s 0 (s) ? (s), 0 ( ) = 0, and @ t ( ) + div (u ( )) + P( ) div u = 0 in D 0 ((0; T) R d ): (12) Notice that is convex as soon as P is non decreasing (since P 0 (s) = s 00 (s)), which is the case for -type pressure laws. + ( ( 0 ) ? ( )) + 2 jr 0 j 2 ! dx: (13) Indeed, in order to compute formally the contribution to energy of the capillary tensor K, we observe that div K = r : (14) In view of the above expression, this model can be understood as a di use interface model, in which surface tension takes place between level sets of the continuously varying density. As a matter of fact, the right hand side (14) can be rewritten up to a gradient term as the product between r and , which, roughly speaking, respectively represent the normal direction and the curvature of the level sets of the density. As observed for instance in 1], formal analyses show that the sharp interface limit leads to the classical two{ uid problem. We obtain indeed (17) Let us emphasize at this point that the above a priori bounds do not provide any L 1 control on the density from below or from above. Indeed, even in dimension d = 2, H 1 (R d ) functions are not necessarily locally bounded. Thus, vacuum patches are likely to form in the uid in spite of the presence of capillary forces, which are expected to smooth out the density.
Mathematical results
We wish to prove existence and uniqueness results of solutions to (8) (9) in functional spaces very close to energy spaces. In the case = 0 and p( ) = a , with a > 0 and > 1, P.-L. Lions Moreover, the energy inequality (13) holds for almost every t 0.
Notice that the main di culty for proving Lions' theorem consists in strong compactness properties of the density in L p loc spaces required to pass to the limit in the pressure term p( ) = a . In the capillary case > 0, more a priori bounds are available for the density, which belongs to L 1 (0; 1; _ H 1 (R d )). Hence, one can easily pass to the limit in the pressure term. However, in the remaining quadratic terms involving gradients of the density r r (see (5)), we have been unable to pass to the limit.
Let us mention now that the existence of strong solutions is known since the works by H. Hattori Here we want to investigate the well-posedness of the problem in critical spaces, that is, in spaces which are invariant by the scaling of Korteweg's system. Recall that such an approach is now classical for incompressible NavierStokes equations (see for example 7] and the references enclosed) and yields local well-posedness (or global well-posedness for small data) in spaces with minimal regularity.
Let us explain precisely the scaling of Korteweg's system. We can easily verify that, if ( ; u) solves (8)(9), so does ( ; u ) where (t; x) = ( 2 t; x) and u (t; x) = u( 2 t; x);
provided the pressure law P has been changed into 2 P.
De nition 1 We will say that a functional space is critical with respect to the scaling of the equation if the associated norm is invariant under the transformation ( ; u) ?! ( ; u ) (up to a constant independent of ). Finally, we will investigate blow{up properties of smooth solutions without smallness assumptions on the data, like in the work of Z. Xin 22] , and study su cient conditions for the existence of weak solutions close to equilibria in dimension d = 2. Notation: In all the paper, C will stand for a \harmless" constant, and we will sometimes use the notation A . B equivalently to A CB. 
Besov-Chemin-Lerner spaces
The study of non stationary PDE's usually requires spaces of type L r T (X) def = L r (0; T; X) for appropriate Banach spaces X. In our case, we expect X to be a Besov space, so that it is natural to localize the equations through LittlewoodPaley decomposition. We then get estimates for each dyadic block and perform integration in time. But 
Proof: For i), one just has to use the proof of 2] and replace L 2 norms with L p norms. For ii), we use the following identity
where H(w) = G 0 (w) ? G 0 (0), and we conclude using i) and proposition 3.
4 Global solutions near equilibrium
In this section, we want to prove global existence and uniqueness results of suitably smooth solutions to the Korteweg system (8) (9) in functional spaces of type e L T (B s 2 ) very close to the physical energy spaces. Given a reference density such that the stability condition P 0 ( ) > 0 is satis ed, we introduce the density uctuation q = ( ? )= and the scaled momentum m = u= .
We also de ne the scaled viscosity coe cients = = and = = and the scaled surface tension coe cient = . Assuming that the density is bounded away from zero, we rewrite the Korteweg system (8)(9) and G 5 (q; m) = fq; H being de ned by H(q) = (P( (1 + q)) ? P( ) ? P 0 ( ) q )= .
In section 4:1, we study the linearized system around (q; m) = (0; 0), which turns out to have the same smoothing properties as the heat equation. Finally, we prove in section 4:2 our main global theorem, estimating the right-hand side G of (22) in terms of suitable norms of (q; m). Notice that in section 4 and 5, B s will stand for B s 2;1 .
Estimates for the linearized system
This section is devoted to the linearized isothermal system of Korteweg type around (q; m) = (0; 0). This system reads @ t q + div m = F; @ t m ? m ? ( + )rdiv m ? r q + rq = G:
The term rq corresponds to the linearized pressure (that is = P 0 ( ) > 0).
Our purpose is to prove estimates for (LNSK1) in Besov spaces closely related to energy spaces. 13 Thus, taking scalar product of (26) with m`, we get
In order to obtain a second energy estimate, we take the scalar product of m`with the gradient of (25), which yields
Taking the scalar product of (26) with rq`, we obtain
Summing (28) and (29), we deduce d dt
Let > 0 be a constant to be chosen later and denote
As a result, from (30) and (27), we derive for some positive constant C 0 
Making the assumption
(H) and using proposition 3 and lemma 1, we deduce the following estimates: In the second inequality above, we also used that H(q) = q f H(q) for a smooth function f H such that f H(0) = 0. Therefore, assuming that R 1, we obtain The proof of our local existence theorem relies upon the study of the linearized system around (1+q; 0) for a given q such that 1+q is bounded away from zero, whereas the rst order linearized pressure term is dropped. The purpose of section 5.1 is to derive estimates for such a system. Well-posedness for (39)(40) is obtained in section 5.2 through an iterative method.
We now study the following linearized system In order to obtain a second estimate, we take the scalar product of the gradient of (42) with m`, the scalar product of (43) with rq`and sum both inequalities. 
(46) Using (41), we clearly have for > 0 small enough 1
so that using the above energy estimate, the spectral localisation of (rq`; m`) and (41), we get for some positive
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Integrating with respect to time yields
Using convolution inequalities, we easily get kk`k L r ( 0;T]) C 2 ? 2r k`(0) + 2 ?2`(1+ 1 r ? 1
(50) We rst use (47) and (41) to infer that there exists a constant C > 0 such that
then multiply both sides of (50) 
We then obtain the desired inequality thanks to lemma 5 in the appendix. This stems from a basic duality method.
Local existence and uniqueness for the Korteweg system
First we de ne the functional spaces needed in our local existence and uniqueness theorem. We will prove existence in the space 
Therefore, using again (55), the above computations, (56) and (P n ), we deduce that k( q n+1 ; m n+1 )k F T (1 ? C p (E 0 + 1) 3=2 ) C (1 + E 0 ) 2 : Choosing (4C 2 (1 + E 0 ) 3 ) ?1 ; this implies (P n+1 ). The sequence (q n ; m n ) n2N is therefore bounded in the space F T . Moreover, (53) holds for all n 2 N.
Second step: convergence of the sequence in F T . Next, we are going to show that (q n ; m n ) converges strongly in F T to a solution (q; m) of (39) (40). We denote q n = q n+1 ? q n and m n = m n+1 ? m n .
According to (51) ?( + )r q n?1 div m n (1+q n )(1+q n?1 ) + r( q n?1 q n ):
We keep the same assumptions on as in the rst step. According to proposition 5, (53), (P n ) and (55), we thus get k( q n ; m n )k F T C k?( n ; m n ) ? ?( n?1 ; m n?1 )k L 1 T (B 53), (54) and (55), we obtain the following estimates: : Using (H ) and (P n ) in the above computations, then (58), we thus get k( q n ; m n )k F T C p (E 0 + 1) 3 : Now, if we choose an such that (4C 2 ) ?1 (E 0 + 1) ?6 holds, (q n ; m n ) n2N is clearly a Cauchy sequence and thus converges in F T to a limit (q; m) which satis es (53). The veri cation that the limit is solution of (39) (40) in the sense of distributions is a straightforward application of proposition 3.
Third step: uniqueness in e )(1+kq 0 k e
+K kmk e
with K(z) = z + z 2 . This obviously entails q 0 and m 0 on a suitably small interval 0; T 0 ] with T 0 > 0. Using the same arguments as for the proof of lemma 4, we can now conclude that the two solutions coincide on the whole interval 0; T].
Local strong solutions near equilibrium
In this section, we want to show that local well-posedness for Korteweg system when the density is close to a constant also holds in spaces of type B s p with p 6 = 2, that is, in spaces which are not related to physical energy spaces.
Recall that this approach was extensively used for the study of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (see 7] and the references enclosed). This viewpoint enables us to get well-posedness even if the initial velocity belongs to a space B s p such that the regularity index s is negative, which in particular is relevant for oscillating initial velocities.
To avoid tedious discussions about the de nition of qf, we suppose from Let us emphasize that no stability assumption on the pressure law is required:
we just have to assume that P is suitably smooth (P 2 W d=p]+3;1 loc is enough). In section 6.1 we study the linearized system around (0; 0) where we drop the rst order linearized pressure term. Local well-posedness for (q 0 ; m 0 ) is then proved in 6.2 through a xed-point argument.
Estimates for the linearized pressure-less system
This section is devoted to the proof of estimates for the following linear ( @ t q + div m = F; @ t m ? m ? ( + )rdivm ? r q = G:
The main result of this section is the following proposition: 
As a consequence, we obtain in the isothermal case = RM (t) min(2;d( ?1)) ( ? 1)A(0); denoting by M the total mass, which proves that solutions blow up after some critical time T 0 as soon as A(0) is nite. Let us remark that similar observations can be done in the isentropic case, as well as in the nonisentropic case when the thermal di usion is neglected (i. e. = 0). In order to get blow up estimates, we have to consider initial densities compactly supported in R d (see 22]), and observe that the support of the density does not grow when the time evolves. Then, blow up estimates stem from estimate (85) and H older's inequality. so the proof of lemma 5 is achieved.
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